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Outlook does not delete the duplicate entries of Personal Folders in Outlook automatically. The Public Fix Outlook (The Tool) offers the possibility to remove these duplicate Personal Folders in Outlook. The Public Fix Outlook removes the Outlook entries of Personal Folders, before the user performs a deletion of Outlook. How can you make Public Fix Outlook delete Personal Folders in Outlook? You have to select the Personal
Folders entries in Outlook and execute the Public Fix Outlook. In Outlook, the Personal Folders entries are located at HKEY_CURRENT_USER -> Software -> Microsoft -> Outlook -> Data. If you should delete a personal folder in the address book, you can create a copy of the Personal Folder and then delete the original. You can delete the Personal Folders of the same user in Outlook in two ways: If you click on the menu "File" and
then "Recent Folders" and then on "Hide", this personal folders will be deleted from the Outlook. Then you can see the Personal Folders in Outlook and delete them. In the right upper corner of the "Mail box" icon in Outlook is a blue folder. The Public Fix Outlook can be opened by clicking on this blue folder. When you open the Public Fix Outlook, you will see all Personal Folders in Outlook. You can delete the corresponding entries
for each Personal Folder. It is also possible to remove all duplicated Personal Folders in Outlook. If you press the "Ok" Button, the Personal Folders in Outlook will be deleted. Delete the duplicate Personal Folders in Outlook with Public Fix Profile Serial Key Do you have duplicate Personal Folders in Outlook? The Public Fix Outlook can remove duplicate Personal Folders in Outlook. How does the Public Fix Outlook work? With the
Public Fix Outlook you delete the duplicate Personal Folders in Outlook for you. Outlook creates the Personal Folders and copies them for every user. If you have different users, you have a Personal Folder for each user. For example, if you have a "Work" folder and a "Play" folder, you have two Personal Folders. Outlook not only creates duplicate Personal Folders for you, but also copies them. This is due to a high number of Personal
Folders for the Microsoft Outlook in the Windows Registry. The Public Fix Outlook can access the Personal Folders in the Windows Registry and remove duplicate Personal Folders in Outlook. How

Public Fix Profile Free For PC

The Macro Key to remove duplicates of Outlook folders is KEYMACRO. The Action of the macro is to delete all duplicate Outlook folders and to set an Outlook icon in the duplicates. Therefore, you can easily recognise the duplicates in your Outlook profile: The icon of the duplicate Outlook folders is the standard Outlook icon. The key to remove duplicate Personal Folders in Microsoft Outlook is: Key Macros to remove duplicates in
Outlook: KEYMACRO, KEYMACROOLD, KEYMACROULDT, KEYMACROULT, KEYMACROUT Remarks: After the complete deletes of the duplicate entries of Outlook in the Windows Registry, the following Outlook issues are still possible: • Outlook personal folders are not complete linked as in a new Outlook profile. • Duplicates of Outlook folders are still in the Windows Registry. • In the deleted entries in the Windows
Registry there are still temporary data, which has to be deleted later by a corresponding program. • In case of the same old Outlook folders you can restore your data from a backup. • If you upgrade to an Outlook 2010 or Outlook 2013 and afterwards a new Outlook is not installed, you can create your Outlook folders with a new Outlook profile. • If you delete the wrong entries of Outlook in the Windows Registry, you can restore the
registry at any time. • There is no solution to delete the old Outlook folders from within Outlook. You have to delete the old Outlook folders manually from the Windows Registry. Is it possible to remove all duplicates in Microsoft Outlook? Yes, you can! The standard Macro to remove duplicates of Personal Folders in Outlook is KEYMACRO. The following commands are applicable. KEYMACRO, KEYMACROOLD,
KEYMACROULDT, KEYMACROULT, KEYMACROUT Make all duplicates invisible in Outlook: The standard command to make all duplicates of Outlook Personal Folders invisible in Outlook is: How can I delete duplicates in Outlook? To delete all duplicates of Outlook folders in a program friendly 77a5ca646e
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The Microsoft Outlook profile is stored in the Windows Registry. You can find the relevant keys with the following key names: "HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Office\{0dca57c6-ed2d-4b42-b1ab-e21e0c0e9766}_Outlook_Shell\Profiles" "HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Office\{0dca57c6-ed2d-4b42-b1ab-e21e0c0e9766}_Outlook_Shell\Profiles\PST" Here is how to find a duplicate Outlook profile: In Outlook you find a Personal Folder which
is a duplicate of an existing Outlook profile. Close all Outlook windows Open Registry Editor from the start menu HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Office\{0dca57c6-ed2d-4b42-b1ab-e21e0c0e9766}_Outlook_Shell\Profiles On the right hand side, find all Personal Folders which are stored as a profile backup. These Personal Folders, in other words duplicate entries of the correct Outlook profile, have a corresponding
name which contains the already existing Outlook profile name. The names usually look like "HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Office\{0dca57c6-ed2d-4b42-b1ab-e21e0c0e9766}_Outlook_Shell\Profiles\PST_PST-". The name PST_PST- is a folder backup which will be deleted automatically when you delete the corresponding key from the registry. Microsoft Outlook does not support any extension. Every personal folder entry, every PST
file is stored as an executable file. What does "f" mean for me? f - means that the Personal Folder in Outlook is a hidden folder. These are the key names which you find in the registry: "HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Office\{0dca57c6-ed2d-4b42-b1ab-e21e0c0e9766}_Outlook_Shell\Profiles" "HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Office\{0dca57c6-ed2d-4b42-b1ab-e21e0

What's New in the Public Fix Profile?

Public Fix Profile is an Outlook add-on which helps to resolve the duplicate Personal Folders in Microsoft Outlook. The duplicated Personal Folders can be found in the Windows registry, for example under the respective entries "Microsoft\InetPub\Warnings\Pst" and "Microsoft\Outlook". These duplicate entries of identical Personal Folders in Outlook is a result of abandoned entries in the Windows Registry. The deleted entries can be
recovered by using the Public Fix Outlook add-on. Public Fix Outlook Add-on informs you about the duplicated Personal Folders by the number of duplicate entries in the Windows Registry. The Public Fix Outlook Add-on is an updateable Outlook add-on. You can update it directly via the "Public Fix profile" selection in the add-on settings. Public Fix Profile should work on any version of Microsoft Outlook. It works fine in Microsoft
Outlook 2003, 2007 and 2010. The Public Fix Outlook Add-on can also be used with a standard MS Outlook. The Public Fix Outlook Add-on is installed via the downloaded MS Office Setup. Public Fix Outlook Add-on includes a database of the corrupted entries. You can recover these registry entries by using the Public Fix Outlook add-on. The Public Fix Outlook Add-on is compatible with most other anti-virus programs and has a
very good compatibility rate. The Public Fix Outlook Add-on can be used at any time on any number of Outlook folders. The Public Fix Outlook add-on is not only limited to a single Outlook profile. You can also use it in Microsoft Outlook Express. Before buying Public Fix Outlook add-on I wish to inform you that I am not the producer of Public Fix Outlook Add-on. I just wrote this review of this product and I am writing this review
in the interest of helping other Outlook users. If you find Public Fix Outlook Add-on useful for yourself and your Outlook client please visit the download section of my website and download the Public Fix Outlook Add-on. With a free 30 day trial you can try Public Fix Outlook Add-on and see if it is for you. If you find the Public Fix Outlook Add-on useful for your Outlook client then I will receive a small commission for each
purchase via the affiliate link I provide. This is because you are helping to support my work on this website and my future work for free. I am trying to reach a good balance. Thanks for your help. If you find Public Fix Outlook Add-on useful for your Outlook client and you will buy Public Fix Outlook Add-on you can find a link in the product page or in the navigation bar. Disadvantages of Public Fix Outlook Add-on: If you find Public
Fix Outlook Add-on useful for your Outlook client and you will buy Public Fix Outlook Add-on you
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System Requirements:

Table of Contents 1. Introduction The wait is finally over, it's time for my "Game of Thrones" review. I did a lot of thinking over the summer, but after watching the show I decided that my review will stay spoiler-free. I wanted to go over the good and the bad of the show, the characters and of course the "spoilers" as well. The list may not be exhaustive, but I tried to include everything relevant. 2. Game of Thrones Season 6 The show
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